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Abstract Nomenclature

B magnetic field strength
A fully two-dimensional, two-fluid numerical code E electric field
has been specifically developed to study self- J total interelectrode current
conszstently the effects of anomalous transport on j current density
MPD accelerator behavior. The code employs a a electrical conductivity
modified finite-difference MacCormack code for the v electromagnetic stream function
solution of the two-fluid conservation equations, k Boltzmann's constant, heat transfer coefficient
while concurrently solving the electromagnetic equa- m mass
tions via a modified Jacobi method. The main goal e elementary charge
of this paper is to demonstrate the self-consistent in- Io permeability of free space
clusion of anomalous transport effects in such codes, Eo permittivity of free space
to compare steady-state spatial distributions of rel- n number density
evant properties in the accelerator with and with- p mass density
out anomalous transport and to assess the extent p pressure
of the impact of plasma turbulence on the overall T temperature
plasma flow. Anomalous transport theory takes into El electron-ion energy exchange rate
account the interaction between plasma waves and v plasma streaming velocity
charged particles due to microinstabilities. Anoma- f2 electron Hall parameter
lous resistivity and ion heating rate models derived L collision frequency
by Choueiri[l based on the non-linear saturation of r radial coordinate
the lower hybrid current-driven instability (LHCDI) z axial coordinate
were used for the calculations and updated self- t time
consistently with the flow at each step in time and Subscripts
space. Polynomial expressions for these rates are e electron
presented for inclusion in any two-fluid code. The i ion
anomalous rates are important only when the elec- n neutral
tron drift velocity exceeds a certain threshold (near h heavy species
the ion thermal velocity) and they increase signif- AN anomalous
icantly with the electron Hall parameter. The re- eff effective
gions near the cathode root, tip and the anode tip t thermal
were found to be critical for turbulent dissipation. d drift
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cilities. Together with computational and geometri- usually requires that an a priori knowledge of the
cal improvements, a variety of physical effects have possible microinstabilities must be obtained through
been modeled: among them, viscosity, heat conduc- theoretical/experimental investigations.
tion,and diffusion[2, 3]. The transport coefficients The mathematical description of the microinsta-
used so far in the calculations are "classical", i.e., bilities combined with that of the corresponding
they rely on inter-particle collisions and neglect col- turbulence (through nonlinear theories) would then
lective effects due to the interaction of particles with be interfaced with the fluid code. Three meth-
unstable oscillations such as those set up by satu- ods for constructing such an interface are discussed
rated microinstabilities. Furthermore, the charged in ref. [1]. In this paper we follow the so-called
particles' collision cross-sections employed to calcu- "parameter-specific curve-fit prescription", whereby
late v, ke, kh and a, are usually obtained through anomalous heating and momentum exchange rates
simple Coulomb scattering theory that neglects any are calculated from appropriate theories for a wide
scattering by turbulent electric and magnetic fields. range of macroscopic parameters that are expected

In the past five years, much has been learned about in the calculations. Curve-fits of the results are then
the microstability and microturbulence of the MPD made in the multi-parameter space and these curve-
accelerator plasma. A recent review of most of the fits are then used in each transport update loop of the
theoretical and experimental work on the subject can plasma fluid code. Starting with a general dielectric
be found in ref. [1]. Recent work by Choueiri[4] and tensor containing many of the salient physics, it is
Tilley[5, 6] has demonstrated experimentally in both thus possible to represent the contribution to trans-
MegaWatt and kiloWatt level accelerators the preva- port of many unstable modes even if these modes
lence of the Generalized Lower Hybrid Drift Instabil- actually evolve and change with the evolving flow.
ity (GLHDI). To-date there has been only one attempt to assess

Such microinstabilities are notorious for causing the extent of turbulent dissipation with a numerical

anomalous resistivity (retarding the conduction of flow model. In that work, Hastings and Niewood[10]

electrons through turbulent scattering) and bulk using a quasi 1-D, one fluid numerical model with

heating of both electrons and ions thus contribut- classical transport calculated the electron-wave mo-

ing to energy dissipation and possibly erosion in the mentum exchange frequency (vP)AN and the anoma-

MPD accelerator. Plasma heating is generally ad- l ous heating rates of ions and electrons from a quasi-

verse to efficient MPD accelerator operation since linear description of the modified two stream insta-

typical devices operate at collisional levels where the bility and compared them to classical values. The

flow is substantially frozen and enthalpy recovery macroscopic flow parameters used to compute these

(electrothermal acceleration) is much less important rates were obtained classically and were thus totally

than electromagnetic acceleration. Enhanced resis- decoupled from the effects of turbulence. In other

tivity is also manifested in increased terminal volt- words, the anomalous rates were not "folded back"

age which is in turn reflected in the lowering of thrust into the flow. The study, nonetheless, underscored

efficiency. Numerical codes that include the appro- the importance of anomalous transport in MPD flow

priate anomalous transport may be able to predict models.

more realistically the dissipation, identify regions of Our attempt here can be seen as an improvement

the discharge where most dissipation is produced on that previous work as we use a fully 2-D, two-fluid

and ideally yield some hints concerning the design code with anomalous transport laws derived using a

of high efficiency, low erosion accelerators. Inves- generalized dispersion tensor that can represent vari-

tigators, working on modeling theta pinch devices ous microinstabilities. Most importantly, the anoma-

(which share many features with the MPD accel- lous rates predicted by the flow are folded back into

erator), for instance, have been very successful in the macroscopic equations at every step in space and

uncovering many aspects of the discharge by self- time until a self-consistent steady-state is reached.

consistently including anomalous transport in their
plasma fluid and hybrid codes[7, 8, 9]. 2 Physical Model

A fundamental problem that arises when trying
to include microturbulent effects in a plasma fluid 2.1 Geometry
codes is the dichotomy that exists between the mi-
croscopic scales of many of the unstable modes and A simple cylindrical geometry with constant cross-
the macroscopic scale of the plasma flow. This fact section is employed for this study. While this ge-
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2.3 Equations
^^^^JAnode I

2.3.1 Conservation Laws
Inkt / Outle

J - nThe heavy species mass, electron mass, and total
3 CM  _ momentum conservation equations were expressed in

u conservative form:

ap 8 pv, (+ (pv.) + (pv,)= (1)Figure 1: Simplified thruster geometry used for corn- t +  r( +  =

putation.
0 Pe 0 a PeVr

+ (Pc ) + -= (2 )at a: a(
a 2 pU,7v,

ometry will, as we shall see, somewhat mute the ef- -(Pv)+ ((pv, +P)+ (Ppv,,)= rv +jBe,
fects of anomalous transport it has the great bene- t r r  (3)
fit of simplicity and a smaller computational burden a a 3
than more realistic geometries. These will be stud- -(pv,)+ (pVr,,) + (pv, 2 +p) = -r -jBse,
led as part of subsequent work. The electrodes were r (4)
taken to have the same length of 9 cm. Upstream where i~ is calculated using the Hinnov-Hirshberg
and downstream insulating sections were taken to theory of ionization-recombination[12].
be aligned with the electrodes and measure, respec- The electron and heavy species energy conserva-
tively, 3 and 6 cm in length. A cross-section of the tion laws were expressed in terms of the respective
chamber is schematically displayed in figure 1. pressures:

3 3 a 3  
5phVr

(jPh) + 2(jphy) + -(PhVr) = -( )+ +('p= 2.)+ 2 r
Oh, Ov, 0 0Th

2.2 Assumptions -ph(-z + -+ (khz)

a aTh
A two-fluid, axisymmetric, two-dimensional model + (A--) - E + (Qj)AJ, (5)

has been developed to study the effect of anoma-
lous dissipation on accelerator physics. Electron and
heavy species energies, as well as electron and heavy (1 P) + A(2pe U ) + ( 3e.) = 5Vre

species densities, are separately conserved. Further atp . r2r
study of nonequilibrium ionization literature will in- _ pe(T -- -- )+ k + - (k
dicate if more accurate models are necessary. For this oz or  oz 8z r 9r

study, however, the temperatures are almost always jr2 +j,2
above leV, and the ionization rate and ionization aOe
fraction are large independently of the model used.

where the anomalous heating rate (Q)AN and aff,
For wide and short channels such as that of the the effective conductivity will be defined below in

Full-scale Princeton Benchmark Thruster viscosity Section 2.3.3.
might not be a significant effect. For accelerators The heat transfer coefficients are those derived in
such as that modeled by Niewood[ll], however, finite Mitchner and Kruger[12]. The electron-ion energy
j has been shown to significantly affect accelerator exchange rate is
efficiency. In this study the flow is assumed to be
nonviscous. In future work, viscous effects would be El= 3Pe-v k(T - Th

EI = 3-Vek(T, - Th).assessed. mh

Electron-electron and ion-ion heat conduction is The total electron axial and radial speeds are defined
included. It is also assumed that each fluid obeys as
the ideal gas law separately. A Hall term has been
introduced in Ohm's law, and no applied magnetic ve = - j vre = - - (7)
field is assumed. en, en,
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2.3.2 Electromagnetic Equation cyclotron radius) and ' represent the normalized
Swavenumber and propagation angle (with respect to

If we define ( = , we can write Ampere's law in the magnetic field) of the oscillations respectively
the form and are varied to growth-maximize the solutions.

1 08i 1 98r Since all anomalous transport rates used here were
Jr =  or r' j =  or z . (8) calculated at maximum growth these two parame-

ters drop out of the final models. The mass ratio
Ohm's law is m,/m, is that of argon. All solutions were found to

[ , ] be very insensitive to the fourth parameter, namely
j, = Ez + -(vr - j) (9) the ratio of electron plasma frequency to the electron

r  en cyclotron frequency wpe/w, as long as that ratio ex-
S1 ceeded 10 which was the case for all our simulations.

jr = Er - (v . (10) Similarly, the solutions were weakly dependent on /
(the ratio of electron thermal pressure to magnetic

Faraday's law is expressed as pressure) as long as the electron Hall parameter did

Er, E, not exceed 10. Although that was the case for our

az a -=0. (11) numerical simulations reported below, it is expected
that the simulation of more realistic geometries at

Combining equations 8,9,10 and 11, and remem- high total currents would raise the electron Hall pa-
bering that B is divergenceless, we obtain a single rameter enough to require the full inclusion of finite-
equation in ): beta effects.

a2i 2, (9 2 The last three parameters are the most important
-- + - i + Y2- + 72 -+ = 0, (12) for our problem. First, ude/Vt, must reach a thresh-

8" Br*2 + ar old for the instability to be excited and hence for
where anomalous transport to be operative. For the en-

1  2 tire region of parameter-space considered in the sim-
I 10ac  a e 2" - oulations that threshold was very near 1.5. Second,1--a O 5r en r ' tl7 '

a r r enr 2  the ion to electron temperature ratio plays a role in

9a i scaling the level of turbulence. Invariably for our
'Y2 n e 

- - P oa 7 ,, parameter-space, it was found that increasing T,/Te
a Dz r 9z r causes a devaluation of anomalous transport. The

S, v v v, most important of all the macroscopic parameters
3z r r turned out to be the last one namely Vi/,i,/LI where

wth is the lower hybrid frequency. Indeed this param-
2.3.3 Anomalous Transport eter can be replaced by the electron Hall parameter

The anomalous ion heating and electron momentum Q since

exchange rate models used in this code are derived - = (. (14)
by Chouciri[l] from a second-order weak turbulence ve  e/h

theory. The theory is based on a generalized fully The calculated anomalous resistivity from the

electromagnetic dispersion tensor that can represent above mentioned theories'

various microinstabilities which may be sustained by me("' )A
a magnetoactive, collisional, finite-beta, flowing and ^N ~ e2n (j)
transverse-current carrying plasma. The interested normalized by its clasi ounterpart

normalized by its cla-sic counterpart ric, =
reader is referred to that work for more details.

meve,/e2n is shown in Fig. (2). It is important to
In general the microstability (and hence microtur-

burlence) description depends on the following set of 'The weak turbulence theory calculations of the anomalous

eight independent macroscopic parameters rates required the knowledge of the saturation energy density of
the fluctuations. A model based on saturation by ion trapping was

m, p Ude T, ue used. Accurate description of the saturation mechanism is still

kr, e, , , - (13) pending particle simulation of the relevant instabilities For a de-
mre -'c Vi 70  e Il, tailed discussion of other possible saturation mechanisms such as

electron trapping, resonance broadening and wave-wave coupling
(where 7, is the same as 7T in the flow code). The as well as a description of the adoptcd ior trapping saturation

first two parameters kr, (r, being the electron model see ref. ' .
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note that an increase in the electron Hall parameter contributes to the anomalous resistivity which in

for typical values of T,/T7 leads to a very significant turn, through the Joule heating term in Eq. (6), en-

i r :is> in the anomalous resistivity if the parame- hances the electron heating rate. The anomalous ion

, r i, rct, is abve the stability threshold. It is inter- heating rate represents the time rate of ion bulk heat-

I*.-!- ,-,r nr't thia thf scaling of this ratio with the ing due to turbulence.

Ha paramrrt'r is in general agreement with that re- A two-parameter, variable cross-term, least square

ccr.l!v infi:rd , Gallirior' 13 from m.lrnasuremenis fit was made to the calculated rates shown in

in Ihe anode region. Figs. (2) and (3) in order to include them in the

A similar plot is shown in Fig. (3) fir the ion fli,w code.
heating rate (v,)AN normalized by the Coulomb fre- The resulting two-parameter interpolating polyno-

quencv. mial for (vr)AN/,v has an average accuracy of 15%

and reads

30- ( VAN 5.36 x 10 5 +1.29 x 10

25 /Q
...25- .... + 6.03 x 10 6  2 + 9.44 x 10 8  3

- . + -T(-7.55 x 10 7 -5.41 x 10 0
-7;

- - 3.93 x 10 6 12). (It)
Ti / Te = /

o- 0
- The ions are heated by the turbulent fluctuations at

I 5- a rate (Q,)AN = (v/ T)ANTh

S The effective conductivity introducing the anoma-
2 4 6 lous resistivity effect to the flow code has the form

Electron Hall Parameter

aeff = n^ w ( 17)
m(v,, + (Ve )AN)

Figure 2: Ratio of anomalous resistivity to classical
resistivity as a function of the electron Hall parame- where (vP)AN is the electron-wave momentum ex-

ter and 7T/7, with ude/vt, exceeding 1.5, change frequency, which is again computed through
an interpolating polynomial of average accuracy of
10%

oxo' (-7)AN = 0.192 + 3.33 x 10-2 + .212 2

1" Th
. - 8.27 x 10 5  + 3 (1.23 x 10

- / - 1.58 x 102 j

S1T,/'I =2'/ -;-- - 7.89 x 10 3 2 ). (18)

2 At all the gridpoints where ude/vt, < 1.5 both,
2 - - (V')AN, and (v,)AN are set to zero and all transport
0 Iis assumed purely classical. Otherwise, the anoma-

2 4 6 l10 lous rates are computed from the above polynomials

lectron Hall Parameter using the instantaneous macroscopic parameters and

folded back into the flow equations at every time step
thus insuring self-consistency.

Figure 3: Anomalous ion heating rate normalized by
the Coulomb frequency as a function of the electron 2.4 Boundary Conditions
Hall and '' ,/7 with Ude,/i, exceeding 1.5

At the inlet, the heavy species temperature is fixed to

The above calculated rates and their dependences 104 K, the mass flow rate to 6g/s, and the Mach num-

are included in the flow code. The frequency (V"')AN her to 1. The electron temperature, furthermore, is
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taken to satisfy 9T/8z = 0 at z = 0. The radial the two anomalous transport correction terms men-
velocity is set to 0. The total current J is 16KA, tioned above.
which specifies the value of the stream function to As mentioned above, an anomalous correction on
7 = 41rJ/Po = 3.2 x 10- 3 T/m. The fluid velocity the resistivity was added only at those points where
is determined from the Mach number and the heavy u&/vtu > 1.5. Figure 4 illustrates the range of vari-
species temperature. The inlet density is taken to be ation of this dimensionless parameter. Anomalous
uniform and such that 2r f pv,rdr = rh. The ion- corrections were thus automatically applied for re-
ization ratio is taken so as to make it, = 0, i.e. there gions near the root and tip of the cathode and the
is no net electron production at the inlet, tip of the anode. Since Ud./vt is proportional to

The heavy species temperature at the walls is the current density, it is expected that increasing J
again set to 104K, and the electron normal derivative (or more accurately J2 /r) will have the effect of ex-
is zero. The radial velocity is zero. panding the areas where anomalous corrections are

At the upstream insulators 0 is equal to the inlet applied. Furthermore, for geometries such as that of
value, while at the downstream insulator and at the the Benchmark Thruster, where the current density
outlet it is set to zero. At outflow, the axial deriva- is very high along a segment of the anode, anomalous
tives of pe, Ph, p, Pe, and v, are set to zero. corrections to transport will be relevant also in this

region.

3 Numerical Methods As figures 2 and 3 show, the anomalous frequencies
strongly increase for a higher electron Hall parame-

The flow field code uses a modified MacCor- ter. The electron Hall parameter f is therefore a very
mack technique first used by Jacoby for laser good indicator of where the differences between the
applications[14]. This is a second-order explicit classical and the anomalous case will occur. Figure
finite-difference code which yields a steady-state flow 5 illustrates the variation of f2 in this thruster ge-
solution. ometry. Of course, only in the regions where ua/vt.

The solution of the conservation equations through exceeds its threshold will any corrections be added.
the MacCormack routine is alternated with the so- It is therefore important to observe how 0 varies
lution of the electromagnetic equation, until consis- within those regions. Figure 6 shows this variation,
tency among all the parameters is achieved, again emphasizing that the regions near the cathode

The stream function equation 12 is solved with a tip and root and the anode tip are the most critical
second-order nonlinear explicit scheme developed at from the standpoint of anomalous dissipation. Hall
EPPDyL . After a central difference discretization is parameter distribution, however, is a strong function
performed, equation 12 assumes the form of geometry, and for any but the simplest thruster

configuration, there are going to be ample regions
C(iij + C2 = 0. (19) in which f is going to extend well above its present

Here 7kij stands for the value of 10 at the i'h horizon- maximum of 3.2.

tal and jth vertical discrete steps. The coefficients (1 The differences between "anomalous" and "classi-
and (2, then, are functions of the differential equa- cal" configurations obtained in this study, although
tion's coefficients and of Vi-1,, ki+l,j, 0,j-1, i,ij+l substantial, are therefore expected to be far larger
Each iteration step we set for real "open" thruster geometries with higher J2/r

since in such situations Ud/va will exceed its thresh-
) ) (20) old over a larger portion of the grid and the higher

S(0' electron Hall parameters would invariably lead to
til is equal to . Using as initial more substantial turbulent dissipation.until (4, )( +1 )/(kij)(") is equal to 1. Using as initial Enclosed current lines are shown in figure 7. The

guess the value of i computed at the previous Mac- E nc losed c ur r ent lines are shown in figure 7. The

Cormack step, convergence is achieved in a number c ur r ent b ulges at t he t ip o f t h e elec trodes, as is con-

of steps ranging between 1 and 250. sistent with previous numerical results[2, 15]. No sig-
nificant differences in the current distribution were
found between the two cases.

4 Results As is apparent from equation 17, the anomalous
corrections reduce the value of the conductivity. Fig-

For a thruster with rh = 6g/s and J = 16KA, the ure 8 shows the ratio of the conductivity from the
code was run to steady-state both with and without classical run to that obtained from the simulation
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containing anomalous transport. It is again appar-
ent that this decrease is greatest near the root of the
cathode, as is expected. It is interesting to note from __ An
that figure that in some parts of the discharge away
from the critical regions, the ratio of the conductiv- i 1
ities can drop below unity. This can be explained
as follows. While the anomalous resistivity effect is
localized to the critical regions, enhanced electron 1 Catode H

heating due to turbulence can spread from these crit-
ical regions and raise the electron temperature, thus
in turn raising the Coulomb conductivity over what Figure 10: Ratio of heavy species temperature to
it would be, had the transport been purely classical, electron temperature for classical transport run.

Another finding of this study is the sensible in-
crease in the heavy species (ion) temperature for the
anomalous run. As figure 9 illustrates, next to the
cathode root and tip the ratio of the ion tempera- Anode
ture obtained from the anomalous transport run to ..
that obtained from classical simulation is as high as
1.58. this corresponds to an increase in temperature
of 7000-8000 K. A-

It is interesting to note in this context that the Cathode l " -
cathode root region, which, according to the above
results is most affected by turbulent heating and dis-
sipation, has long been known to play an important Figure 11: Ratio of heavy species temperature to
role in thruster component longevity. Aside from electron temperature for anomalous transport run.
the erosion of the cathode root itself, the center of
the insulating injection backplate in real thrusters,
which would be directly exposed to this microturbu- and space step using models for momentum exchange
lent region of the discharge, is well established to be and heating rates due to particle scattering by mi-
a critical region for ablation. It is most interesting to croturbulence. For anomalous dissipation to be op-
remark that the backplate erosion measurements of erative at all in a region of the discharge, the electron
Rowe[16] and Ho[17] clearly indicate that the abla- drift velocity, u&, must exceed a threshold about the
tion of the backplate happens near the cathode root ion thermal velocity in that region. Once anomalous
and is greatly enhanced when "instabilities" appear transport is operative in a certain region, microtur-
in the voltage signature[16]. bulent dissipation (plasma heating and anomalous

The "shifting" of the plasma heating region to- resistivity) is strongly enhanced with increasing elec-
wards the cathode tip due to anomalous effects be- tron Hall parameter and to a lesser extent with de-
comes even more apparent when comparing Fig. (10) creasing T/Te. The anode and cathode tip regions
to Fig. (11) representing the ratio Tu/T for the clas- and most particularly the cathode root region were
sical and anomalous simulations respectively. Micro- found to be most prone to microturbulent dissipa-
turbulent effects also raise the maximum magnitude tion. The enhanced dissipation is expected to be
of that ratio as is apparent from the same plots, even more dramatic for real "open" thruster geome-

tries operating at higher J2/7r since for such cases

5 Summary u*&/vt will exceed its threshold more widely and the
larger electron Hall parameters would invariably lead

A two-fluid, two-dimensional finite-difference code to more substantial turbulent dissipation.
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Fig . 4. Ratio of electron drift velocity to ion thermal speed (anomalous case).
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Fig. 9. Ratio of anomalous to classical ion temperature.




